Derivation and application of a mathematical model for long bone growth.
The objective of this work was to develop a mathematical model of long bone growth and to gain insights regarding growth disorders. A cell balance (mass balance of moving cells) assessment was performed on the three regions of the growth plate, to determine the variables (including number of proliferating cells, and division rate of proliferating cells) that influence tibia growth rate. Once this relationship was established, clinical data were used to understand how tibia growth rate and number of proliferating cells change with time. These equations were then inserted into the model to determine how cell division rate changes with time. The model was utilized to determine the influence of growth time, and to measure changes in vitamin C deficiency, Indian hedgehog (IHH) expression, and bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) implants on tibia length. According to the model, a 10-month discrepancy in growth time between the two tibias is required to produce clinically significant leg asymmetry. In addition, vitamin C deficiency, IHH overexpression, and BMP-2 implants can all affect tibia length. These bioactive molecules have the greatest effect on tibia growth rate when these perturbations occur early in life for extended periods of time. The results are significant for modeling and predicting the effects of perturbations, including bioactive implants, on long bone growth.